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1. I N T R O D U C T I O N
‘J’he M channel maximally decitllated filter bank shown in Fig. 1.1 has been stuclied extensively in
[1]-[9]. A filter hank is said to be under-clecilnatecl if the number of channels is more than the decimation
ratio ill tile subbancl. When the system in Fig. 1.1 is alias free, it is a linear time iuvariant systeln with
trarlsfer function 21(z), as indicated in Pig. 1.1. 1’(.2) will be called the distortion furrction or the overall
respol)se in the following discussion.
A maximally decimated filter bank is well-known for its application in subband coding. Application
of lnaximally

decimated filter banks in filtering or convolution WW+ first reportecl in []]. ‘J%e technique is

called block filtering. Convolution through block filtering has the advantages that parallelism is increased
ancl data is processed at a lower rate. }{owever, the colnputationa] con]p]exity is colr)parab]e to that in
direct convolution. ]n [1 O], filter barlks are used to lllal) long convolutions into smaller ones in the subbands.
Conlputat,ions are then performed in parallel at a lower rate.
———
$ ‘J’lle ~,ork described irl tile paper wa.~ carried ol~t by Jet ]’repulsion l,aljoratory and California ]rlstitute
of ‘J’ethnology under a contract with National Aeronautics and Space Achninistration.

More recent,ly [9], another type of Jilter bank convolver has been developed. 1 n this scheme the convolution is performed in the subbauds. Quantization and bit allocation of suhband signals are based on signal
variance as in subl-rancl coding. Consequently for a fixed rate, the result of convolution is more accurate than
direct convolution, ‘Jlis type of filter bank convolver also enjoys the advantages of block filtering, parallelism
and lower working rate. Nevertheless, like block filtering, there is no computational saving.
in this proposal, under-decirnatecl sys~ems are introduced to solve the problelu. Fig. 1.2 shows the

setup of (he under-decimated system; it has 2M challrlels but is decimated only hy A4. ‘1’wo types of filter
banks can be used in the under-decitnated syste]n, the I)F’1’ filter banks ancl the cosine. nloclulatecl filter
banks. ‘1’hey are recognized for their low co]nplexity. lU t)oth cases, the system is approximately alia-~ free
aucl overall response is equivalent, to a tunable multilevel filter. l)roperties of the I) F’. I’ filter banks and the
cosine modulated filter banks can he exploited to simultaneously achieve parallelisln,

computational saving

and lower working rate. Furthermore, for both systems the ir]~~)lell~e]~tatiol~ cost of the analysis hank is
comparable to that of one prototype filter plus some low complexity ruatrices. ‘1’he individual analysis aucl
syl~tllesis filters have complex coefhcients in the l)Frl’ filter banks but have real coefflcieuts in the cosine
lnodulat,ed filter banks.
outline of this report

‘1’his work is organized as follows: Sec. 11 is devoted to the construction of the new 2J4 channel unclerdecilnatecl I) F’.I’ filter bank. ll~)l)lell~elltatioll and coluplexity of this l)k”J1 filter bank are discussed therein. II]
a similar rnanuer, the new 2A4 channel cosine modulated filter bank is discussed in Sec. 111. l)esigu exalnples
are given in Sec. l\~.
Not ritions:
1. Boldfaced lower case letters are used to rel)rese)lt vectors ancl boldfaced upper case letters are used to

represent, matrices.
2, ‘J’he notations A7’, A* and At represent the transpose, conjugate and trallspose-conj ugat,e of A, respectively. “J’he ‘tilde’ notation is defined as follows: ~(z) = At (1 /z* ).
3 hlatrix Ik denotes a k x k iclentity matrix and Jk denotes a k’ x k reversal lnatrix with
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4. ‘l%e delay chain c>~ (2) is the vector
[!k(z)== [1 z-] . ..z-(k-])]7’

5. ‘1’l]e unit-pulse, denoted as ii(n), is clefinecl accorclingto
11=0,
otherwise.

6(+{ j

6. ‘J’llevallle oftllefllllctioll, [xj, is tllclargesti llteger less orequaltox.
7. 'l'lle2A4x 2fi41)F'l' lllatrix, W,isdefilled ws[w],,,~ = ~“’”. ‘J’he quantity W is given by W = e-j”/M,

where j = H.
8. A filter H(z) is called a Nyquist(J4) filter if its impulse response h(n) satisfies //(i14n) = c6(n), for some

constal)t c.
H. llFT FJI,TER, B A N K S A N I ) ITS APPJ,lCATION IN TUNAIIL13 MUI,TJI,EVEJ. FILTERING
‘J’he system in Fig. 1,2 is callecl a l)F’J’ filter hank if the analysis filters are shif~ecl versions of the same
prototype. Similarly for synthesis ha]~k. ‘Jle prototype of analysis hank and the prc)totypc of synthesis
bank need not be the same. ‘J’o be more specific, let I’O(.Z) be the prototype Jilter of the analysis bank and
QO(Z) be the prototype filter of the sy]lthesis bank. ‘he filters }’~(z) al~cl Q~(z), k = 1,2, ..., 2i14 – 1, arc
respectively the shiftecl versions of I’O(z) and Qo(z).
}’k(z) = l’l)(zw~),
N o t i c e t,llat, o], “Ilit circle }~k(~) is

o])ly a

Q~(z) = Qo(zwk),

shift of }~o(%)

L)y

k=l,2 ,.. .,2 A1 -1.

k~/j4, si,,ce ~~~(,$~~) C }’~(c~(Q’-~mlA1)). Fig. 2.1

shows this relationship. ‘J’he analysis filters ancl synthesis fil(ers have the following forin.
Hk(z) = akPo(zwk),

an c1

Ji(z) = a; Qo(2Wk), W = ej”/”.

(2.1)

(’J’he clefinition of I)l+”J’ filter bank here is slightly clifrerent from the conventional I)J+”J’ filter banks [8].) It
fcd]ows that, H~(c~’”) is just a shift of ~’o(c~k’) by k7r/A4 exceJ)t a scalar. Silnilar]y fc]r synthesis filters.
We now show that with proper design of the two prototypes, this l)F’1’ filter is approximately alias free
allcl the overall response is equivalent to a tunable lnultilevel filter. Moreover, the overall response call l~e
a real-coefficient, linear-phase filier as desirecl. Efficient il]]lJlell~el~tatiorI of the l)Frl’ filter bank will also be
cliscussed.

(1) Suppression of aliasing error

1.2, a 2114 chal~nel filter bank deciu]ated by A4. ‘J’he

C o n s i d e r tl]e uncler-clecilnated systen] in Fig.

suppression of aliasing error due to clownsampling in the sulrhands can be explained pictorially. ‘1’ake the
firsts ubbaucl as an example. Because ofclecinlatio nfollowe dlryexpansion, lherew illbe A4– I ilnage copies
of }{o(z), as shown in Fig. 2.2. We can see from Fig. 2.2, these iluage copies will be suppressed if both
Ho(z) ancl Jh(z) have stopbancl edges less than 7r/A4. When the spectral supports of lb(z) and the i]nage
copy of Ho(z) do not overlap, the aliasing error will be suppressed to the level of the stopband attenrratio)] of
Ho(z) or 1’0(2), which is equiva]ellt to (he stopbancl attelluatiou of })0(2.) or Qo(.z). ‘J’he reasoning of aliasiug
suppression in the other subbauds follows.
We now preseut the lnathelnatlical counterJ)ar~ of the above discussion. “l’lie output, ~(z), is related to
lhc

input, X ( 2 ) , by

hf–1
i(Z)

= ~ Aj(Z)X(2W2i).

(2.2)

i=o
‘1’he alias transfer function, Ai(z)) is defined as
2Af -1
Ai(~) = :4 ~ ~l~(z~~zi)~’k(z).
A’=o
‘1’he systeln in k’ig. 1.2 is alias free if Ai(z) = O, for i = 1,2, . . . . A4 – 1.

(2.3)

\k’itll analysis filters and synthesis filters cl]oseu as in (2.1), Ai(z) can be wri(ten as
2M-1
Ai(z)

= ; ~ [ak121’0(ZW2i+k
k=O

)QO(21V2{),

(2.4)

Assulne
]’0(2t’v2i)@(Z) w

O, i=: 1,.. . , A 4 - 1 .

(2.5)

‘J’his assumption is reasonable if 1’.(2) slid QO(Z) have stopballd ecl.ges less tllarr m/A1 al~d large enough
stoplral~d attel~uation. Eq. (2.5) gives us
Hk(2W2i)Fk(z) =0, k= 0,1,...,2A1, l , i=l,2,.. . , A1, l ,
which implies Ai(z) w O. We conclucle that the I)F’1’ filter is almost alias free, Also notice that, the clegree
of alias suppression improves with the stophaud attenuation of the two prototypes.
(2) The ovmall rmponsc of the DFT filter bank
l’or a 2A4 channel system clecimatecl hy A4 as shown iu Fig. 1.2, the distortion fuuctioll 7’(z) can be
exJ)ressecl as [8]
2Af -1
~’(~) = ;4 ~ ~k(.z)~’k(%).

k=o
4

(2.6)

l,et }/.(2) = I’O(.Z)QO(Z). Substitute the expression of }Ik(z) and 1~.(-z) in (2.1), then
(2.7)

Wl]en Ho(z) k

a Nyquist(2f14) filter , it can Le shown the adclition of [ak12Ro(c~(&’-k*/~’j) itt Eq. (2.7) will

not, result, in any bu]nps or clips in the response of 7’(z) because of the Nyquist property of I’O(z). ‘1’he
definition of a Nyquist filter is given in Sec. 1. l)etailed explanation can be found in [8].
With (2.7), we can plot a typical lnagnitudc response of 9’(z) as in Fig, 2.3, which shows that, the overall
response is equivalent to a multilevel filter. Since the value of ak can be chosen freely, 71(2) is actually a
tunable multilevel filter.
R.(nmwks

1. lf Ro(.z) is a real filter and we choose ak = a2~f_k, L’ = 1,2, ..., M, it can be verified that he resulting
7’(z) is also real.
2. l,et I/o(z) be linear-phase and the order of Ro(.z), AT,, be a multiple of A4. III this case RO(2Wk) is
sylnrnet,ric . By (2.7), this ilnplies that 7’(z) has linear phase,
Surnmarixing, we have shown that, if Ho(z) is Nyquist(2A4) and (2.5) is valid, the I)F’J’ filter in Fig. 1.2
is nearly alias free and the overall response is equivalent, to a tunable lnultilevel filter.

‘J’here exists efficient illl~)lelnel~iatior~ for the l)F’1’ filter banks. ‘Jo see this, express }’O(z) as

~’o(.z) “

2hf-1
~ ~;i(z2Jf)z-i,

,,,0

(2.8)

where l;i(z) is the ith type 1 polyphase corllpo)lellt of I’O(z) [8]. ‘1’he analysis filters can be rewritten as
2hf -1

Hk(z) = akl’o(zbt’k) = ak ~ l;i(22*f)bV-kiz-i, A = 0, 1 , . . .,2A4 – 1 .

(2.9)

icO
1A

h(z) = [}{0(2) HI(2) . . . H2Jf_, (z)]7’.

‘1’he matrix representation of (2.9) is

5

(2.10)

o b s e r v i n g (2.1 1), we can draw the polyJdlase il]~I)le~llelltatioll of the analysis bank as in Fig. 2.4. ‘1’he
i)]~~)lel)le]~tatioll cost, is that of the prototype filter J’o(z) plus a 1)1”1’ lnalrix. Similarly for the synthesis
l)al~k. ‘1’he computational complexity of the analysis bank is colnparable to that, of the analysis prototype
filter plus one I)F’I’ matrix. Notice that all the colnputations involved in the filter bank are perforlned after
the A4-fold decilnators; lower rate and lower colnplexity are actlievecl at tile saT[[e time.
HI, C O S I N E MOIIUJJAT1311 FI1/’J’ER. R A N K S A N D ITS APPIJICATION IN TUNAIIJ,E
MUIJTILEVEL FII,TER.ING
in lhe 1)1+”1’ filter bank described in previous section, the analysis and synthesis filters has complex

coefficients. If the individual filters are desired to have real coefflcienta, then we can use the new uuderclecimatecl cosine modulated filter bank to he cliscussed in this section.
‘1’he system in Fig. 1.2 is said to be a cosine lnoclulated filter hank if all analysis ancl synthesis filters
are generated by cosine or sine modulation of one or two protoiype filters. in this section we introduce the
new under-decimated cosine modulated filter bank. ‘1’he systelll is nearly alias free, Aliasing error clecreases
as the stopband attenuation of the prototype increases. individual analysis and synthesis filters have real
coefficients.

We call design the prototypes so that its overall resJJo)~se is a lillear-J)hase II[ultilcvel filter.

l’urtl)erlnore, there exists efficiel~t i)llI)lel~lelltatic)lI of this cosine lnodulated filier LaIlk. ‘Jlle il)]J)let)lel~tatioll
COS 1

of the analysis bank is that, of the prototyJ)e filter plus two I)C’]’ lnatrices (Appendix A). ‘J’he conlplexit,y

of IXH’ lnat,rices is only of order J14 log(A4) [1 1]. ‘J’he same for the synthesis Lank.
(1) Construction of the ncw cosine moclulatccl filter bank
in tlm cosine modulated filter bank, all analysis and synthesis filters have real coefficients. Each filter
has J)ositive ancl negative spectral occupancy a~ opposecl to si)~gle-sided spectral occuJ~ancy in the 1)1”1’ filter
bank. ‘1’his incurs a proble]n that we CIO not, have in the 1)1+”1’ filter bank. l)etails and a proposecl solution
of this new problem will be given in subsequent discussion.
l,et I’o(z) and Qo(z) be resJ)ectively the prototyJ)e filters of the analysis bank and the syl)thesis hank.
‘1’he clefinitions of l’k(z) and Q@) are as in Sec. 11. ‘lb get real-coefficient analysis and synthesis filters fronl
the prototypes, we can co~nbine Pk(z) and I’-k(.Z)III
Hk(z) = a~rk(z) +C/; l’-k(z),

Fk(z) = h~Q~(z)+~~~_~(z), k=

1,2, . . .. A4-- 1.

Since I’O(z) and I’Jf(z) are alreacly real filters, we can directly choose
Hk(z) = 2aA. PA.(z),

}\.(z) = 2J@k(z),
6

k= Oor A4.

Fig. 3.1 shows the spectral suppmts of the analysis filters. ‘J’he stacking of the spectral supports of the
syl~tllesis filters is similar.
Aliasing error created in the Oth and the A4th sublmlc] cau be suppressed on the synthesis side as tM (~~
i n the I)F’J’ filter hank.

‘J’he situation in the other subbands is different because now Hk(z) and 11.(.z),

l’= 1,2 , . . . . A4 – 1, are bandpass filters. Referring to Fig 3.2, decimation followecl by expansion in the
subhancls will cause one ilnage copy of }’k(z) to overlap with Q-k(.z), k = 1,2, . . ..A4 – 1. ‘J’his type of
aliasing error can not be suppressed in the synthesis bank.
Our

solution to this proble]n is to introduce a second subysteln that hzw exactly the same aliasing, error

to cancel theexistin.gone. ],et tllesecollcls~lbsystel]l

have allalysisfiltms H~(.z) alldsynthesisf alters ${(z),

k=l,2 ,.. .,A4– 1. ‘J’o create thesa~ne aliasil]g error, the filters of thesecoud subsystelu are required to
have silnilar stackinga sthatoft he first subsystein. IN particular,

'J'llecollfiguratiol ~oftlle al~alysis filters il~tlle secol~cl sllbsysterll issl]o\vlli]~ Fig. 3.3. Notice tllattllespech-al
occupancy of Ho(z) and ll~(z) are not covered in (he second subsystem].
‘1’he setup of the new system is now colnplete, Fig. 3.4. It is a connection of two subsystems. ‘1’he
first subsystem has A4+ 1 channels and the second subsystem has Al– 1 channels. ‘J’lle whole systenl is
under- decimatecl; it has 2Af chanue]s hut is deci]natecl only by A4. ‘J’he analysis and syntheis filters call be
sumlnarized as follows.

HA.(Z) = 2ak PA.(z),

k = O, A4,

}~k(z) = ak~’k(z) + a~)’_k(z),

k=l,2,..., A1, l,

Hj. (z) = a~l’~(z) + afJ’_A. (z),

Ic=I,2, . . ..A 1.1,

~’k(~) = 2~~Qk(Z),

k = O, A4,

~~(z) = 6kQ~(z)+ 6~Q-A. (z),

k=l,2,.. ., A1, l,

]~(Z) = 6~~k(z) + 6: Q-~(z),

L= J,2,,. ,, A4 -I.

(3.1)

‘1’hevaluesofak, al., hk, and 6~ Willbe (leterllli!)e~llater.
in the followingwe show that with proper clesigu of the prototypes and appropriate choices of ak, a~,
6k, and b~., this filter bank is allnost alia~ free. ‘J’he overall response can he clesiguecl to be a ]inear-phase
tunable multilevel filter.

( 2 ) Cancmllaticm aucl supprc!ssion of aliasing cmmr
As we lnentioned in the construction of filters, the aliasing error in the Oth and the A4th subbancls will
I.)e suppressed in the synthesis bank. Only the subbands with banclpass filters require alias cancellation.
Consider the kth subhand, 1< k < M – 1. lhe to decimation followed by expansion, l’k(z) has M – 1
ilnage copies and l)_k(.z) also has Af – 1 image copies, ‘J’he image copy of }’k (z) Wi]l he suppressed by
Qk(z) provided that ~otll 1’o(z) and Qo(z) have stophand edges less than 7r/A4 and large enough stopbancl
attenuation. Of the A4 — 1 image copies of ~’k(z’), M — 2 of theln are in the stopbaud of Q_k(z) and hence
will he suppressed by Q_k(.z) as clepictecl ill Fig. 3.2. However, one of the ilnage copies of l)k(z) will fall
on top of the spectral support of Q_k(2). in the M) subl.~and of the seconcl subsystem the same aliasing
occurs. 1 t can be shown that the aliasing error of the seconcl sulxsystem cal)cels that of the first subsystem
if the values of ak, 6k, aj and b~ are set properly. Niathell[atical proof of this claim is as follows.
With filters constructed as in (3.1) and the expression of alias transfer functions in (2.3), we have

‘](2) + Af’](z

+- Aj3)(z) + Af4)(z)

)

(3.2)

M-1

where

Af])(z) = (~ObO + c&60), b(zw~ Q(I(2 +-

~(akfh + a~6~. )1’k(zW2i)Qk(z)
k=]

hf-1

A\

Z)

(z) = ~ (a~bk + CI~6\)]’._k(.Z~ 2i)Qk(Z)
k~l
M-1

Af3)(z) = ~ (akb; + ajb:)]’k(z~’2i) Q_~(z)
k=l
M-1

A\4)(z) = (a~b~ + ao6~)1’0(zIV2i) Qo(z) -t ~ (a{h~ + af16f)P_k(.zW2i) Q_k(z).
k=]

Assume J’O(z) and Qo(z) satisfy (2.5). It follows that A\l](z) w 0 and A\4)(z) w (). l,et ak, k = O,..., A4 be
real and choose
I!Ik=ak,

L’=cl ,..., J4

a~ = ‘jak,

b~=jak, k=], . . .. Al–l

(3.3)

]fak,6k, aj, andbi are chosen as above, it can beverifiecltllaia~6k+a~6~ =0, w,llicll illlI)lies A~2)(z)=
A\3)(z) = (),

S O Ai(z) N O, is ensured provided that (2.5) is valicl and ak, bk, aj, and lJ~ are chosen according to (3.3).

With Hq. (3.3), we call write clown the time domain clescription of tlie analysis ancl syntilesis filters.
8

I,et pO(rz) be the impulse response of I’O(z) and gO(?/) be the in]pulse response of QO(.Z).
//k(?!) = 2a@o(?l) cos(lin7r/Af),

k=o, l ,..., A4,

~1~(2) = akpo(n) sin(k?/n/A4),

k=l,2,. ... A1, l,

.f~(z) = 2a~qo(n) cos(kmr/A4),

k= O,l,. ... Af,

.fL(n) = a~qo(n) sin(kn7r/A4),

k=l,2 ,,<., A4–1.

(3.4)

F’rom theex pression in Eq. (3.4), we can see that each individual filter is sineor cosine modulationof
the protolype filters.
( 3 ) ExI~rc!ssicJll oftllcovc:rall rcsl)ol~sc 7’(z)

lJsing (3.1) and (2.6), weget
(3.5)

‘I’heaboveexp ression for tlleoverall respol)se issilnilar to that in the case of l)k’rl’fjlterbank. If Ro(z) isa
Nyquist(2A4) filter, thisis atunaldel nulti]evelfilter hank like in l)l’’I’ filter hank.
( 4 ) Tl,[>I)l,as(! oftl,covc>rall

rcsI)ol,s(!7’(z):

q’he approxilnatee xpression for?’(z) il~ Eq. (3.5) haslinear phase JJrovicledtllat Ho(2) is linear-phase.
‘J’he reason is given below. ‘1’he linear phase property of Ho(z) entitles us to write

Ro(dw) = c-j~’Nrf~fi(w),
w]]ere R(bJ)

(3.6)

is a real-valued function and N, is the order of Ho(z) Substitute (3.6) into (3.5), we get

)

+ R(u + Lvr/A4) ,
which show that, 7’(z) has approximate linear phase.
Notice that, if Qo(z) is the time reversecl version of I’O(.Z), i.e., QO(2) = ‘NPFO(Z), then FA. (2) and 3;(Z)
are ~he til]]e P3WW?d Ver’sio]) of ~k(.Z) and }{~(Z), resl)ecti\’ely. ]11 this case, we have

‘J’his verifies thai the filter bank incleed has a linear-phase overall response.
Summarizing, we have shown that t,he filter bank in Fig. 3.1 is equivalent to a linear-phase tunable
lnultilevc] filter if the following two conditio]ls hold. (1) ‘1’he prototype filters J’O(z) ancl Qo(z) satisfy Eq.
9

(3.5). (2) RO(Z) is linear phase and close to a Nyquist(2A4) filter. Implementation cost of the analysis bank
as shown in Appendix A is that of the prototype filter l~o(z) plus two I)Crl’ matrices.
Altcnmativc stacking of filter responses
In Fig, 3.1 al)d Fig. 3.3, we show the configrrratio)l of tile analysis filter for the under-clecilnated

cosine modulated filter bank. IL can be shown, however, that a different, stacking can also be applied. ‘J’his
alternative is shown in Fig. 3.5. ‘1’he filter bank can be still conceived as a connection of two subsystem,
both with M channels. ‘1’he spectral supports of the second set of analysis filters are exactly the same M
the spectral supports of the first set of analysis filters. ‘1’he same holds for synthesis bank. In this case,
the cliscussion of alias cancellation and the argurnerrt that the overall resporlse is equivalent to a tunable
multilevel filter continue to hold after minor adjustments.
W. DESIGN

EXAMPLE

We now present one design example of the under-clecirnated filter bank. ‘1’he cosine modulaiecl filter
l,ank is used in this example.
Ezamplt 5.1 7tirtable muliiicvel ftlim. ‘1’he syste]n has 16 channels. In this case A4 = 8. ‘1’he analysis bank

prototype filter 1’0 (z) is linear-phase with orcler A~I, = 110, stopband attenuation 75 d~, passbancl edge
Ur, = 0.047r and stopband edge w. = 0.0987r. ‘J’he synthsis l)allk p r o t o t y p e Qo(.z) is chose]i as the time
reversed version of I )O ( Z ). As elaborated in Sec. 111, the resulting overall response will have linear phase.
Fig. 5.1 (a) show the lnagnitude response of I’O(z).
After designing the prototype filters, the values of ak can I.]e changed freely to obtain the clesired
overall response, Y’(z). For instance, wesetao=al=l, a2=a3 =a4=0, a5=a6=a7= 0 . 7 a n d
as = ag = alo = 0.3. ‘J’he magnitude response of the resulting 7’(2) is plotted in Fig. 5.1 (b). Since 7’(z) lias
linear phase) we did not SIIOW tile pllme response. ‘J’lle corresponding dH plot of Fig. 5.1 (b) is

5.1(C).
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shown in Fig.

Appendix A.

I Jet

2M – 1

PrJ(2) = ~ G,l(zzA {)%-n,
n=o

where G,?(z) is the nth type 1 polyphase component of 1’0(2). ‘Jlen
2M-1
Pk(z’)

=

(A.])

~ Gn(z2*f)z-’w-kn.

n=o
Rewriting analysis filters in (3.2) in terms of tile polyphase con)ponen~s of I’O(.Z) with ak, bk, a~., and b~. M

in (3.4), we ol.~tain
2M-I
~~(z) = 2 ~ WG.(Z2J’)
neO
2M-I

k=o, l,.. .,A4,

Z-” C+W),

(A.2)

Hj(.z) = ‘2 ~ a~~;~(zz~)z-nsill(-~-k?~),
n=o

k = 1,2, . . .,M – 1.

l)efine a 2A4-con3ponent vector II(z) given by
Ho(z)
HA{(Z)

11(2) =

Hi(z)

Hjf-l (z)
Llsill.g (A .2), l](z) can be written as
h(z)=

(A’ 0)(: W(go(f”) d%) LWJ
2

~ AZ

(A.3)

where gi(z), Ai and Ai are diagonal matrices with
[go(-z)]M = G~(z),

[J3(z)l~~ = Gk+M(z),

k=O, l ,..., A1 , 1 ,

(A.4)

[A,] M=(-l)k, k=o, I,..., A4,
(A.5)
[A2]M=(-l)k, k=l,2,..., A l - l .
[AI]~~=a~, k= O,l,..., fl4,

(A.6)
[A2]~k = ak,

k=l,2, . . .. Al-l.

And C and S are (A4 + 1) x A4 and (A4 – 1) x A4 matrices with
[c],r,n

= Cos(+l), 771 =0,..., A4, 71 = 0,..., A4- 1,
(A.7)

an c1

[S]n,,l=sill(fi?ll?l),

m=l,..., A1,l,
11

7~=o,...,~~–~.

IMine t,wo A4 x 2A4 ]natrices
T’]=(C

AIC)

an c1

‘1’2=(S

A2S).

(A .3), we can draw Fig. A.], the il)lr)lelllelltatiol) of the 2M channel cosine moclu]ated systeln. ‘1’he
al (n)
‘1’heir dependence
input to !J’1 and ‘I’z, a(n), can be partitioned into two j4 X 1 vectors; a(n) =
( a2(n) )“
on n will he clropped for convenience. As indicated in Fig. A. 1, d] and c12 are the outputs of T 1 and T 2,
}1’rom

respectively.
dl = T]a,

and

d2 = T21).

and

C12 = Sal -t A2Sa2.

}’rolll the definitions of T] ancl T2 , wc know
dl = Cal +Al Ca2,

(A.8)

lJsir~g the property of C and S [1 3], it can be verified that the above equation becomes

‘1=+1+(:

J:-1)a2)+’a2’o’

‘Z=s(a’ -(:

J:-l)aZ)

(A.9)

where [az]o is the first element of az, ancl 1’ = [1 – 1 ., . (–])~f- l]. From Eq, (A.9), we observe that the
IJ]ajor con]putation in T1 is ol]ly the lnatrix C and the major computation in T 2 is the Inat, rix S. NJatrices
C and S can be ilnplelnenlecl by fast algoritlllns for I)Crl’ ancl 1)S’1’ matrices [1 1]. ‘1’he illll)lelllellta{ioIl of
synthesis bank is similar.
Jro]n the ill~I)lelllel~tatiol] of the cosine lnodula(ecl filter bank, Fig. A.], we observe that the implementation cost of the analysis bank is that of the analysis prototype filter plus two l)C’1’ matrices. Computational
comJdexity follows.
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Ho(z) + @ ~ $M - - - Fe(z) -qX(z)
fl(z)=T(z)X(z)
+aliasing terms
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●

●

●

●

(Z)

Fig. 1.1 M channel maximally decimated filter bank.

●

●

Fig. 1.2 2M channel under-decimated filter bank.
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Fig. 2.2 Image copies of HO(Z) due to decimation followed by expansion
and the spectral support of Fe(z).
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Fig, 2,3 A typical magnitude response of T(z), a multilevel filter.
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Fig. 2.4 Efficient implementation of the analysis bank of the 2M channel DFT
filter bank. The DFT matrix, W, as defined in Sec. I is of dimension 2M by 2M.
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Fig. 3.2 Image copies of pk(z) due to decimation followed by expansion
and the spectral support of Fk(z).
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Fig. 3.4. The setup for the new under-decimated cosine modulated filter bank.
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Fig. A, 1 Efficient implementation of the analysis bank of the
under-decimated cosine modulated 2M channel filter bank.
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Fig. 5.1. Example 5.1. (a) The magnitude response of the prototype filter, PO(Z).
(b) The magnitude response of the overall response T(z).
(c) The magnitude response of the overall response T(z) in dB plot.

